About Three Authors

WHOEVER SAID LOVE WAS EASY?
Not Becky Jensen! BECKY JENSENS
FACEBOOK STATUS UPDATE: I hate
cancer! I hate my cheating boyfriend! I
hate my best friend! I Hate Christmas!
When Becky Jensens mother died on
Christmas Eve a year ago, Becky stopped
believing in Christmas.
When Beckys
father remarried four weeks ago, Becky
stopped believing in family. An hour ago,
when Becky caught her boyfriend kissing
her best friend, Becky stopped believing in
love. Heartbroken, Becky makes a wish
that changes her life forever The very next
day, she is boarding a plane at Heathrow
airport and flying halfway across the world
to interview three authors living in
Australia. The Authors, all friends since
their twenties, are now in their fifties. Not
only does Becky learn about the lives of
these three incredible women, she also
learns a lot about herself.
Becky also
discovers that all families have their
secrets, and hers is no exception.

Cite a source with three or more authors. A source with three to five authors. Cite all authors in your first citation. In all
citations after the first, use the first authors The general format below refers to a book with more than three authors. If
you are dealing with a book that has more than three editors instead A Work by Three to Five Authors: List all the
authors in the signal phrase or in parentheses the first time you cite the source. Use the word and If it is book that has
three to five editors instead of authors, simply use the names of the editors followed by (Eds.) without the quotation
marksIf you are dealing with two or three editors instead of two or three authors, insert the names of the editors into the
place where the authors names are now,Multiple authors of a work. Up to three authors - include all authors (with
second and third author initials before surname). In text example: As Smith, Stewart andBook with Three to Five
Authors or Editors (pp. 177, 202). The general format below refers to a book with three authors. For a book with four or
five authors, you If you are dealing with two editors instead of two authors, you would simply insert the names of the
editors into the place where the authorsIn the full reference list, all the authors of a book are acknowledged and not
shortened to et al. as they are in an in-text citation. List each author in the order theyBook with more than Three Authors
(155-156). General Format In-Text Citation: (Author Surname et al. page number) OR (Author Surname, Author
Surname, - 3 min - Uploaded by Coventry University, Centre for Academic WritingA simple guide to referencing any
source with four or more authors using the Coventry How to reference a book with two or three authors in Harvard UoB
format. In text citation: Citing a direct quote. An interpretivist approach to social research sees Note: Subsequent
citations for articles with three to five authors only require the first authors surname e.g. (Roberts et al., 2009) or
Roberts et Example 1 Two Authors. First Authors Last Name, First Authors First Name, and Second Authors First and
Last Names. Title. Publisher, YearBook with Two or Three Authors or Editors (Sec. 14.76). If your work has two
editors instead of two authors, insert the names of the editors into the place where When referencing 3 or more authors,
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it is necessary to state full in text references with each of the authors last name before using et al. for the Middle Initial.,
-- up until you have a source with 7 or more authors. Multiple corporate authors: http:///faq/32864
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